ABSTRACT Type 2 AGNs with intrinsically weak broad emission lines (BELs) would be exceptions to the unified model. After examining a number of proposed candidates critically, we find that the sample is contaminated significantly by objects with BELs of strengths indicating that they actually contain intermediate-type AGNs, plus a few Compton-thick sources as revealed by extremely low ratios of X-ray to nuclear IR luminosities. We develop quantitative metrics that show two (NGC 3147 and NGC 4594) of the remaining candidates to have BELs 2-3 orders of magnitude weaker than those of typical type-1 AGNs. Several more galaxies remain as candidates to have anomalously weak BELs, but this status cannot be confirmed with the existing information. Although the parent sample is poorly defined, the two confirmed objects are well under 1% of its total number of members, showing that the absence of a BEL is possible, but very uncommon in AGN. We evaluate these two objects in detail using multi-wavelength measurements including new IR data obtained with Spitzer and ground-based optical spectropolarimeteric observations. They have little X-ray extinction with N H < ∼10 21 cm −2 . Their IR spectra show strong silicate emission (NGC 4594) or weak aromatic features on a generally power law continuum with a suggestion of silicates in emission (NGC 3147). No polarized BEL is detected in NGC 3147. These results indicate that the two unobscured type-2 objects have circumnuclear tori that are approximately face-on. Combined with their X-ray and optical/UV properties, this behavior implies that we have an unobscured view of the nuclei and thus that they have intrinsically weak BELs. We compare their properties with those of the other lessextreme candidates. We then compare the distributions of bolometric luminosities and accretion rates of these objects with theoretical models that predict weak BELs.
INTRODUCTION
Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are optically classified into type 1 and type 2: a type 1 object shows broad emission lines (BELs) that are absent in type 2s. The strict AGN unified model (Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani 2000) states that the apparent large diversity in AGN properties is caused almost entirely by different viewing angles and nuclear luminosities. An AGN is identified as type 2 when a dusty torus is viewed at large inclination (more edge-on) and obscures the BEL region, while a torus in a type 1 AGN is viewed at lower inclination and does not block the BEL region.
In the past few decades, the unified model has achieved tremendous success in explaining the general properties of AGNs. However, there are indications that its axioms may not be universal; parameters other than orientation may influence the observed AGN properties. For example, the host galaxy may play an important role in the type 1/type 2 division. It has been found that a significant fraction of type 2 AGNs are actually obscured by kpc-scale material in the host galaxy instead of the subkpc dusty torus (e.g. Keel 1980; Rigby et al. 2006; Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009a ). The typical level of star formation in a type 2 host galaxy is also found to be higher than that in a type 1 host Shi et al. 2007) , implying that a more dusty type 2 host increases the probability of obscuration of the BEL region. In radio-loud AGNs, infrared observations indicate that a significant fraction of type 2 radio galaxies harbor intrinsically weaker nuclei than type 1 galaxies (Whysong & Antonucci 2004; Shi et al. 2005 Shi et al. , 2007 Ogle et al. 2006; Cleary et al. 2007 ). There are also claims that AGNs with intrinsically weak BEL emission may exist (e.g. Laor 2003; Hawkins 2004; Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009b; Hopkins et al. 2009 ). For example, spectropolarimetric observations reveal hidden BEL (HBEL) regions in only half of type 2 Seyferts (Kay 1994; Moran et al. 2000; Tran 2001 ). The comparison between Seyfert 2 galaxies with and without HBELs reveals a significant difference in the nuclear luminosity between the two populations (Tran 2001; Gu & Huang 2002) . However, it is unclear if the low nuclear luminosity of Seyfert 2 nuclei without HBELs is simply due to a larger host galaxy contamination for a given nuclear luminosity or if Seyfert 2 galaxies without HBELs harbor genuinely weak nuclei.
In the standard model, a type 2 object shows only narrow optical emission lines in total light and has strong X-ray obscuration. The HI equivalent column density can be inferred through fitting photoelectric absorption models to the X-ray spectrum. As expected, the HI col-umn densities of 96% of type 2 AGNs are larger than 10 22 cm −2 , and they are therefore considered to be Xray obscured . However, with the increasing volume of X-ray spectral data, a small sample of type 2 AGNs has been found to be relatively unobscured in the X-ray Xia et al. 2002; Panessa & Bassani 2002; Georgantopoulos et al. 2003a; Wolter et al. 2005; Gliozzi et al. 2007; Bianchi et al. 2008a; Brightman & Nandra 2008) . In the literature, they are defined as type 2 AGNs with N H < 10 22 cm −2 . This sample of unusual AGNs may offer the best means to refine the unified model and may identify exceptions to the model that would modify our overall view of the subject.
Various explanations have been proposed to understand the nature of this unusual type of AGN: (1) Compton-thick behavior: The X-ray spectra of Compton-thick objects in the energy range < 10 keV are dominated by the reflection of the nuclear emission off the far side of the torus and the HI column densities inferred from X-ray spectral fits are similar to those for unobscured objects; (2) Dilution: The BELs in these objects are overwhelmed by host galaxy light. (3) Variability: Some AGNs change their optical classification on a timescale of years to decades as a result of the location of obscuring material on pc scales. Such objects might be classified as unobscured (in the X-ray) type 2 objects by chance, if the X-ray and optical data are obtained at different times. (4) S/N effect: The BEL can be hidden in a low-S/N optical spectrum while the Compton-thick signature can be lost in a low S/N X-ray spectrum; (5) Exceptions to the AGN unified model: in contrast to the above speculations that still fit the unified model, these X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGNs may harbor genuinely weak BEL regions, and thus are not the simple obscured version of type 1 AGNs expected from the unified model.
In this paper, we will first combine Spitzer IR data with data in the literature to update the current list of X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGN candidates. We then review the members of this list to identify objects that can be explained by points 1 -4 above and that are therefore not true unobscured type-2 objects. Of 24 candidates from the literature, less than a third are possible true unobscured type-2 AGNs. We evaluate these candidates, including using metrics for relative broad line strength, and find that the broad lines in two of them are at least two orders of magnitude weaker than in typical type-1 AGNs. Their IRS/Spitzer spectra indicate that we have a pole-on view of their circumnuclear tori, consistent with the X-ray measurements of small absorbing columns toward their nuclei. Thus, the properties of these two AGNs appear to be contradictory between type-1 levels of obscuration but type-2 line properties. We conclude that AGN with intrinsically weak BELs are very rare, but that they do exist.
We develop our arguments as follows. In Section 2, we describe the sample selection and data analysis. In Section 3, we eliminate contaminants to the sample of X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGNs, including type 1 AGNs and Compton-thick objects. The IR observations of the remaining objects are presented in Section 4 and placed in context with observations at other wavelengths. Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.
SAMPLE SELECTION AND DATA REDUCTION

Sample Selection
Our initial sample is listed in Table 1 and is composed of 24 objects identified as X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGN candidates in the literature ("candidate" refers to an unverified suggestion of an X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGN). Panessa & Bassani (2002) (Gilli et al. 2000) . IC 1631 is also excluded, since the XMM-Newton observation indicates that it has an Xray flux three orders of magnitude lower than the upperlimit based on the GINGA measurements originally used in Panessa & Bassani (2002) , and it is thus most likely Compton-thick (Bianchi et al. 2008b ).
Among objects with AGN types > 1.5 and Xray columns or upper-limits < 10 22 cm −2 in a complete Seyfert sample observed with XMM-NEWTON by Cappi et al. (2006) , we identified two more candidates (NGC 3941 and NGC 4501). Confirmed and possible Compton-thick objects (see their Table 4 ) are not included. However, the new observation of NGC 4501 with Chandra indicates that the observed low HI column density with XMM-Newton is mainly caused by significant extra-nuclear contamination (Brightman & Nandra 2008) . NGC 4501 is most likely a Compton-thick object and thus excluded from our sample.
Optical Emission Line Data
These objects were originally classified by different authors. We have re-classified them in a consistent way using the classification scheme in Ho et al. (1997a) . The result is listed in Table 1 . For each object, we have compiled from the literature the [OIII]λ5007 flux and the narrow line ratios including [SII] Hα , [OIII] Hβ , [OI] Hα and [SII] Hα . The extinction correction for the line emission follows that of Ho et al. (1997a Schmidt et al. 1992) , upgraded with a 1200×800 pixel, thinned, antireflection-coated, UV-sensitized CCD, and an improved camera lens and half-wave plate. SPOL was configured using a 600 l/mm grating that covers 4400-8200Å so that both Hα and Hβ were included in the spectrum for all three objects. Combined with a slit width of 2 ′′ , the resolution was ∼15 A (900 and 700 km/s at Hβ and Hα, respectively), adequate to identify BELs (FWHM > 1000 km/s). A Y-46 filter was also used to block second-order contamination at Hα for RXJ1737.0+6601. The observations were made on dark nights to minimize the sky signal. The total integration time was 12,800 sec for NGC 3147 and NGC 4698, and 15,360 sec for RXJ1737.0+6601. The data reduction follows Smith et al. (2003) and the results are shown in Table 2 .
2.4. X-ray Data X-ray data, including observatory, X-ray flux, HI column density and the equivalent width (EW) of the Fe Kα line, were compiled from the literature and listed in Table 3 . Whenever multiple observations were available, all are included to evaluate the X-ray variability and the dependence of the X-ray flux on the spatial resolution.
Infrared Data
We obtained the Spitzer IRAC photometric and IRS low-resolution spectroscopic data in our own program (PID-40385, PI-G. Rieke) and from other archived programs, as listed in Table 4 . The IRAC photometry was measured from the post-BCD images. For the IRS mapping mode, all BCD images were sky-subtracted, badpixel-masked and combined to build the final cube using CUBISM (Smith et al. 2007 ). For the IRS staring mode, the BCD image was cleaned with IRSCLEAN and sky-subtracted using the BCD images of another order but the same module (For a detailed description, see Shi et al. 2009 ). The archived 2MASS images at J, H and K were also retrieved.
Except for the quasars, the objects were well-resolved with the Spitzer beam. To construct the IR spectral energy distribution (SED), we have adopted different strategies for: (1) quasars; (2) objects mapped with IRS; and (3) nearby objects observed only with the IRS staring mode. For quasars, the SED of the total IR emission was constructed. The IRAC photometry was measured using a 5 pixel radius with sky annulus between 5 and 10 pixels (1.2 ′′ /pixel). The corresponding aperture corrections were 1.061, 1.064, 1.067 and 1.089 for the IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm channels, respectively. The IRS spectrum was extracted using the optimal extraction algorithm with SPICE. The 2MASS photometry was extracted using an aperture of 10 pixels (1 ′′ /pixel) and a sky annulus of [10, 15] pixels and the aperture correction was obtained using a star image.
For nearby objects observed with the IRS mapping mode (see Table 4 ), the extraction aperture for all IR data (2MASS, IRAC and IRS) was defined using the IRAC-5.8µm image. The emission at 5.8 µm is dominated by hot dust radiation and best locates the active nuclei. The aperture was centered at the peak emission of the 5.8 µm image and had a diameter of 9 pixels (equivalent to the slit width of the IRS long-low module). The 2MASS and IRAC photometry were measured within this aperture and the IRS spectrum was also extracted using CUBISM. No aperture corrections were applied for these extended objects. Slight mismatches between different spectral orders, due to astrometric and photometric uncertainties, were removed by re-scaling the longer wavelength order to the next lower one. The scaling adjustments were <10%. The final IRS spectra were then re-normalized to the IRAC photometry at 8 µm requiring adjustments by <30%.
For nearby objects observed with the IRS staring mode, the spectra were extracted using the regular extraction algorithm with SPICE. The slit widths of the IRS short-low (5. 2-14.5µm ) and IRS long-low (14.0-38.0µm) modules are 3.7 ′′ and 10.7 ′′ , respectively. The aperture for the IRAC and 2MASS photometry was defined to be centered at the IRS extraction aperture and had a size of 7 ′′ in diameter, which gave the minimum difference of <20% between the IRAC and IRS flux densities at IRAC 8 µm. No aperture correction was applied for these extended objects.
The IRS spectra are shown in Figure 1 . For each object, the spectrum of the stellar photospheric emission was estimated from stellar models. To determine the appropriate model, we extracted a series of single stellar population (SSP) models with ages spanning from 0.01 Gyr to 12 Gyr and solar metallicity (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) . The adopted model provides the best match to the 2MASS photometry by minimizing the χ 2 value, shown as dotted lines. For the quasar RXJ 1737.0+6601 with only K-band photometry, the oldest stellar model was adopted. For each object, we calculated the nuclear IR emission from the dusty torus. The flux densities in the IRAS 12 µm and MIPS 24 µm filters were measured with the stellar-subtracted IRS spectra. The starforming component was further subtracted based on the 11.3 µm aromatic flux scaled to the Rieke et al. (2009) template. The result for the nuclear IR flux density is listed in Table 4 .
IDENTIFICATION OF UNOBSCURED TYPE 2 AGNS
3.1. Contaminants Many sources are incorrectly identified as X-rayunobscured type 2 AGNs (e.g., Lumsden et al. 2004 ). These objects must be classified carefully and rejected from the sample. We list the AGN that we eliminated from our initial sample in Table 5 and discuss them below.
AGNs With BELs
As shown in Table 1 , we have reclassified all objects in our initial sample on a consistent basis as either HII galaxies (dominated by star formation), LINERs, Seyfert galaxies, or quasars (L X > 10 44 erg s −1 ), following the scheme of Ho et al. (1997a) . This approach is based on narrow emission line ratios including [SII] Hα , [OIII] Hβ ,
[OI] Hα and [SII] Hα . The presence and strength of a BEL was further used to assign intermediate types (1.2, 1.5, 1.8 & 1.9) to objects classified as AGNs (LINERs, Seyferts and quasars). Two objects have ambiguous classifications. NGC 4579 is at the edge of the division between Seyfert and LINER regimes. NGC 5995 is classified as a HII-galaxy based on
Hα and
Hα diagnostics, but has a solid Seyfert classification based on the
Hα . Its IRS spectrum ( Figure 1 ) is typical of a moderately obscured AGN. The optical spectrum of Mrk 273x does not cover the Hα line and its AGN nature was deduced from its high X-ray luminosity (∼10 44 erg s −1 ) . XBSJ 031146.1-550702 does not have published line ratios and the S1.9 classification is taken from Caccianiga et al. (2004) . NGC 6251 is classified as type 2 in Shuder & Osterbrock (1981) but shows a BEL in very narrow-slit HST spectra (Ferrarese & Ford 1999; Verdoes Kleijn et al. 2006) . From the ratio of broad to narrow line strengths in Ferrarese & Ford (1999) , it would appear to be an intermediate-type; it could also be variable in type. The strong silicate emission in its spectrum ( Figure 1 ) supports a type-1 designation. For one of the three type 2 quasars identified in Wolter et al. The initial sample of X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGNs in Table 1 is contaminated by four HII galaxies (IRAS 00317-2142 , NGC 3660, IRAS 20051-1117 whose IR spectra are dominated by aromatic features. All of them show BELs in their optical spectra. They were misclassified as type 2 AGNs in the literature most likely because intense emission from the star-formation region dilutes the BEL emission significantly. Figure 3 shows the relation between the extinction-corrected Xray luminosity and the total Hα luminosity corrected for narrow-line extinction . Two HII objects (IRAS 00317-2142 and IRAS 20051-1117) are also plotted in Figure 3 . For the remaining two objects (NGC 3660 & NGC 7679), the Hα luminosities uncorrected for reddening are shown as lower-limits. The broad component of the Hα line for NGC 3660 is estimated from the published spectrum in Gonçalves et al. (1999) . The Xray luminosities are from Chandra data for IRAS 00317-2142 and IRS 20051-1117. As shown in Figure 3 , even the observed broad Hα luminosities of two objects (NGC 3660 & NGC 7679) are not significantly lower than the total unabsorbed Hα luminosities expected from the Xray luminosities. This result implies that the AGNs in these HII galaxies do not have intrinsically weak BELs and thus should be excluded from the sample.
For the 20 objects classified as AGNs (LINERs, Seyferts, or quasars), only seven are of type 2. To be conservative, we have excluded Mrk 273x, since its optical spectrum does not cover Hα. The remaining objects show BELs at different levels with classifications ranging from Type 1.2 to type 1.9. Note that the Compton-thin L1.9/S1.9 galaxy NGC 4579 shows a strong silicate emission feature, indicating its weak narrow Hα emission is The correlation between the X-ray luminosity L X and the Hα luminosity L Hα for quasar (plus sign), Seyfert 1 (asterisk) and LINER 1 (diamond) from Ho et al. (2001) , where the extinction-corrected L X and the total Hα luminosity corrected for extinction derived from line ratios measured for the narrow line regions are plotted. The solid line is the linear fit to these objects. Four objects classified as HII regions based on optical line ratios are shown as filled circles; the broad Hα luminosities uncorrected for reddening are plotted as lower-limits for NGC 3660 and NGC 7679. The figure shows that even the observed broad Hα luminosities of two objects are not significantly lower than the total unabsorbed Hα luminosities expected from the X-ray luminosities. not likely to result from extinction. However, the detection of an additional very broad Hα component indicates that the total emission in this line is significantly larger than in the narrow component alone (Barth et al. 2001 ).
The Polarization of RXJ 1737.0+6601
Significant linear polarization was discovered in the optical continuum of RXJ 1737.0+6601. The narrow and broad lines appear to be unpolarized ( Figure 2 ) at a 1-σ polarization level of 1%. If the polarization is due to scattering, the scattering material needs to be relatively close to the BEL region in order to account for the lack of line polarization. Alternatively, the featureless polarized spectrum could result from a synchrotron continuum. Variability of the polarization or the detection of scattered Hβ in future high-S/N spectro-polarimetry of RXJ 1737.0+6601 would be definitive in identifying the source of polarized flux.
Compton-thick AGNs
In Compton-thick AGNs, the transmitted photons are completely absorbed at 2 -10 keV and the emission is dominated by reflected emission from cold or warm scatterers (Matt et al. 2000) . The objects may be thus misclassified as having low absorption. However, they can still be identified through the much lower luminosity of the reflected component and, usually, by the large equivalent width (EW) of the Fe Kα line. Bassani et al. (1999) proposed a two-dimensional diagnostic tool to test if an AGN is a reflection-dominated Compton-thick object, using the EW of FeKα and the extinction-corrected flux ratio (T parameter) of F X to [OIII]λ5007. Our sample is shown in Figure 4 where all available X-ray observations are included. Objects with available T and EW(FeKα) data show T ≥ 1 and EW(FeKα) 1 keV, i.e., outside the locus of the Compton-thick region. The result is summarized in Table 5. A dusty torus in an AGN reprocesses absorbed optical/UV/X-ray energy and re-radiates it in the IR. Under this process, the intrinsic X-ray emission is expected to correlate with the IR emission. Over the past decade, a strong IR/X-ray correlation has emerged (Lutz et al. 2004; Horst et al. 2008; Gandhi et al. 2009 ). We will use it to search for possible Compton-thick objects within our sample of X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGN candidates 7 . Figure 5 shows the locus of our sample in the L X -L 12µm plane, where the X-ray luminosity is corrected for obscuration assuming it is Compton-thin and the nuclear IR luminosity is obtained by subtracting the stellar and star-formation contributions from the total IR emission. The solid line shows the correlation for local Seyfert galaxies with well-resolved IR cores (Gandhi et al. 2009 ). As shown in the figure, most of the X-ray-unobscured type 2 candidates have the levels of X-ray emission expected from their nuclear IR emission, confirming that they are Compton-thin. There are three exceptions, NGC 3941, NGC 4565 and NGC 4698, with X-ray luminosities 10 times lower than those expected from the L X -L 12µm correlation, given their IR fluxes. Being Compton-thick provides a natural explanation for their low X-ray emission. However, this explanation lacks evidence from other aspects. First, the X-ray spectra do not show Fe Kα lines with high EWs. The F X /F [OIII] ratios are about 1, 4 and 0.5 for NGC 3941, NGC 4565 and NGC 4698, respectively, which is not significantly below the dividing line (F X /F [OIII] =1) between Compton-thick and Compton-thin objects. Furthermore, the IRS spectra of these three objects do not show silicate absorption features, unlike the general behavior of X-ray-obscured objects (Shi et al. 2006) . These sources may have either intrinsically weak X-ray emission or very dusty tori that boost their IR emission. Due to the lack of definitive explanations for their low X-ray emission, we exclude them from the following discussion.
After excluding Compton-thick objects as indicated by extreme low X-ray-to-IR ratio and intermediate type (type 1-1.9) objects (with BELs), the remaining sample 7 Although the X-ray to the total IR flux ratio has been used to identify the Compton-thick objects in Panessa & Bassani (2002) , the significant contribution from stars and star formation to the IR emission complicates the use of their diagnostic. of potential X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGNs is composed of five objects: IRAS 01428-0404, NGC 3147, NGC 4594, NGC 7590 and [H2000] 213115.90-424318.9, as listed in Table 6 . Due to the observational complexity in finding real unobscured type 2 AGNs, we discuss various possible limitations to this final sample further. Figure 6 shows the available published optical spectra for four objects. No broad line component is visible in these spectra. Since a so-called "non-detection" actually depends on the S/N that the observation achieves, we develop quantitative methods to measure the reliability of "no BELs" in these objects based on the upper-limits to the BEL fluxes. The upper-limits on the broad Hα fluxes for NGC 3147 and [H2000] 213115.90-424318.9 are from Bianchi et al. (2008a) and Panessa et al. (2009) , respectively. For IRAS01428-0404 and NGC 4594 with published flux-calibrated spectra, the 3-σ upper limits are derived through 3σ F λ (FWHM*∆λ) 0.5 , where σ F λ is the noise of the flux density at the spectral resolution of ∆λ. The FWHM is assumed to be 2200 km/s, the median value for the sample of Ho et al. (1997b) . 8 We evaluate the strength of the BELs in these galaxies (represented by the broad Hα flux) relative to the Xray, mid-infrared, and radio nuclear continuum fluxes. These metrics are put in context by comparing them with the distributions for unobscured, type-1 AGN. Figure 7 shows the distribution of extinction-corrected broad Hα to hard X-ray luminosity ratio (L Broad Hα /L X ) for type 1-1.9 galaxies with solid broad Hα measurements from Ho et al. (1997b) . The hard X-ray data are from Ho et al. (2001) , Terashima et al. (2002) , Ptak et al. (2004) , Pellegrini (2005) , González-Martín et al. (2006) , Cappi et al. (2006) , and Panessa et al. (2006) . A sec- Fig. 7 .-The solid histogram shows the distribution of the extinction-corrected broad Hα luminosity to hard X-ray luminosity ratio for the type 1-1.9 objects in the sample of Ho et al. (1997b) . The dotted histogram shows the distribution for X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGN candidates. Fig. 8 .-The solid histogram shows the distribution of the broad Hα luminosity to 10 µm nuclear IR luminosity ratio for type 1.0-1.2 AGNs, while the dotted histogram shows the distribution for the X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGNs with suitable nuclear IR measurements. The Hα luminosity upper-limits at given nuclear IR luminosities of these unobscured type 2 AGNs are significantly lower than those of general type-1 AGNs. Fig. 9 .-The solid histogram shows the distribution of the broad Hβ luminosity to 1.4 GHz nuclear radio luminosity ratio from Li et al. (2008) , while the dotted histogram shows the distribution for X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGNs (with suitable radio measurements). The Hβ luminosity upper-limits for the unobscured type 2 AGNs are significantly lower than those of general type-1 AGNs.
ond test is based on the observation that measurements at wavelengths near 12µm provide a reasonably good estimate of the total luminosity of an AGN (Spinoglio & Malkan 1989) . We use small-beam measurements of the N-band flux for type-1 AGN and compare them with the broad Hα as shown in Figure 8 . The Hα fluxes for the comparison sample (all type 1.0 -1.2) are from Lacy et al. (1982) , Rafanelli (1985) , Neugebauer et al. (1979) , Ho et al. (1997b) and Morris & Ward (1988) . The L Nband are the N-band (10µm) luminosities measured through small apertures (a diameter of ∼2 ′′ -6 ′′ ) and are collected from Rieke (1978) , Neugebauer et al. (1979) , Heckman et al. (1983) , and Gorjian et al. (2004) 9 . The third test is based on the correlation between radio luminosity and the broad Hβ emission as seen by Li et al. (2008) , as shown in Figure 9 , where the Hβ flux is taken to be Hα/3.1.
We now discuss five objects that possibly have relatively extreme behavior according to the above three metrics.
NGC 3147: NGC 3147 has upper limits on the ratio of the broad Hα and Hβ lines to X-ray, nuclear IR and radio luminosities 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than the average value of general type 1 AGNs, as shown in Figures 7-9. All three tests indicate that NGC 3147 is the strongest case where the BEL is absent or extremely weak. The upper-limit on the BEL flux is based on an assumption of a 2000 km s −1 FWHM (Bianchi et al. 2008a ) and a strength larger by 2-3 orders of magnitude would be required to bring this galaxy up into the normal range. Only if the line width were far greater than we have assumed would a significant amount of BEL flux be missed. However, given the relation between virial mass around a black hole and the Hα and Hβ line widths (Denny et al. 2009 ), plus the moderate stellar mass in NGC 3147 (M K ∼ −23.8) and thus the expected moderate black hole mass (Table 6) , such an explanation would be contrived.
NGC 4594: NGC 4594 is the second strongest case for no BEL as indicated by Figures 7-9 . Kormendy et al. (1996) suggested the presence of broad Hα based on the overall profile in a high-spatial-resolution HST spectrum. However, Nicholson et al. (1998) argued that the line profile arises from a combination of three narrow lines, Hα and [NeII]λλ6548, 6583. Walsh et al. (2008) instead found from more recent HST observations that the fit was improved including broad Hα, but were not able to reach a definite conclusion because the signal to noise was not high enough. On the other hand, no broad Hβ component is seen (Kormendy et al. 1996) . A broad component 1-2 orders of magnitude brighter than the upper limit we have used would be necessary to bring this galaxy into the range of normal broad line strengths (Figures 7 and  8 ). The stellar mass in this galaxy again implies only a moderately massive black hole (Table 6 ), so as for NGC 3147, it is unlikely that the lines are so broad that they have beenmissed.
IRAS01428-0404 and [H2000] 213115.90-424318.9: The upperlimits on the L(H AGNs. Deeper spectroscopic observations with small slits are required to test whether these galaxies harbor extremely faint BELs.
NGC 7590: As there is no available published optical spectrum, we cannot comment on how reliable the absence of a BEL is (Vaceli et al. 1997 ).
In conclusion, of these five remaining possible X-rayunobscured type 2 AGNs, two (NGC 3147 and NGC 4594) have optical spectra with sufficient S/N to indicate extremely weak or absent BELs. For the remaining three, there is only moderate evidence that they may harbor no or extremely weak BELs.
The Aperture for the X-ray Observations
Our identification of unobscured X-ray emission in these objects may be mistaken if the X-ray emission is actually dominated by diffuse and/or extra-nuclear point source emission that shows little X-ray obscuration. Some examples are shown in Brightman & Nandra (2008) . An example in this study is NGC 4698. It shows a large difference in the X-ray flux between the small aperture of Chandra and large ones of other observatories. It is classified as an unobscured type 2 AGN based on the ASCA observations (Panessa & Bassani 2002) . As shown in § 3.1.3 and Figure 5 , this object is likely Compton-thick based on the flux observed with Chandra and it is excluded from our final sample. Only one (NGC 3147) of the final sample listed in Table 6 has a high spatial-resolution (resolution of 0.5 ′′ ) Chandra observation. Extra-nuclear contamination could in principle be an explanation for the unusual properties of the remaining objects, but it is not very likely. As indicated in Table 3 , only one object (not in our final sample) suffers from this problem among ∼10 objects with multiple X-ray observations in different apertures.
AGN Variability
AGNs can change their optical classification on a timescale of years to decades. Variation in X-ray obscuration has also been observed for many objects (e.g. Matt et al. 2003; Elvis et al. 2004) , either due to a change in the properties of the nucleus or in the motion of an obscuring cloud intercepting our line of sight. A fake X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGN could result from optical and X-ray variability, if observed at different epochs. However, simultaneous optical and X-ray observations have been carried out for NGC 3147 and exclude variable obscuration as a possibility for its behavior (Bianchi et al. 2008a) . Similar constraints are available for [H2000] 213115.90-424318.9 (Panessa et al. 2009 ). For NGC 4594, multiple X-ray observations do not detect variability and multiple sets of optical data do not reveal BEL variations, but the measurements are not truly simultaneous. Objects still lacking simultaneous Xray and optical observations are indicated in column (4) of Table 6 .
DISCUSSION
IR spectra of the two weak-BEL AGN, NGC 3147 and 4594, plus the unconfirmed candidate NGC 7590 are shown in Fig. 10 , while the remaining two (IRAS01428-0404 and [H2000]213115.90-424318.9) were not observed by Spitzer. NGC 7590 has strong aromatic emission indicating its mid-IR output is dominated by star forming regions, while NGC 3147 and 4594 show strong contributions by the AGN. We will now put the infrared properties of these AGNs into context with other observations. 4.1. NGC 3147: The Prototypical Unobscured Type 2 AGN NGC 3147 presents the most complete case for having an unobscured Type-2 AGN, as listed in Table 6 . Since it can be considered a prototype for these objects, we discuss its status first.
NGC 3147 was found to have an unobscured X-ray spectrum and no BEL in simultaneous observations by Bianchi et al. (2008a) . Brightman & Nandra (2008) carried out a more detailed analysis of the X-ray data and concluded that a Compton-thick component could not be completely excluded, although they pointed out that the X-ray variability provided substantial evidence against this possibility. This can be tested further with our infrared spectrum. In addition to aromatic features of modest equivalent width, a substantial power-law continuum is present. The relatively strong feature in the 16 -19 µm region is probably due in part to silicates in emission. The spectrum shows no silicate absorption as would be expected from a heavily obscured AGN (e.g. Shi et al. 2006) . Together with the X-ray variability, the IR spectrum makes the Compton-thick possibility very unlikely. Tran et al. (2005) report that spectropolarimetry of this galaxy did not reveal a hidden BEL, but no details of the observation are provided. The optical spectropolarimeteric observation for NGC 3147 in this study is shown in Figure 11 , and Hα is not detected in polarized light. We set a 3-σ upper-limit to the peak of any polarized Hα line of 1.4×10
−17 erg/s/cm 2 /Å. The two results together provide a strong limit, since they show that there were no polarized broad lines detected at two separate epochs.
Despite the evidence in the X-ray and mid-infrared for a low level of obscuration, as shown in Figure 7 -9, NGC 3147 has an upper limit to its broad Hα more than two orders of magnitude lower than would be expected for a type-1 AGN of its intrinsic nuclear luminosity. The very stringent limit on any scattered broad Hα emission makes it difficult to appeal to some unique geometry to hide the BEL region. Our metrics could be deceptive if the nuclear emission were dominated by star formation, since that would strengthen all the continuum luminosity indicators relative to the broad Hα. However, the midinfrared spectrum of NGC 3147 shows only a modest level of contribution from the aromatic bands, indicating that the AGN is dominant. Thus, the case is very strong that this galaxy lacks any significant level of broad line emission.
The case for NGC 4594 having anomalously weak broad lines is also strong. Like NGC 3147, it falls far below the normal Seyferts in its broad Hα strength relative to the AGN luminosity indicators, and its mid-IR spectrum is dominated by the AGN. Although it does not have X-ray measurements simultaneously with spectroscopy, repeated measurements of both types do not indicate variability at a level that could account for its apparently weak Hα. As shown in column (13) of Table 6, a variable UV core is detected in NGC 4594. Due to its high sensitivity to dust obscuration, the detection of the nuclear UV emission and its variability imply a low level of obscuration for this AGN.
Candidate Unobscured Type-2 AGNs as a Whole
With NGC 3147 and NGC 4594 as templates, we review the behavior of the candidates most likely to represent additional weak-BEL AGNs.
Silicate Features
We previously excluded NGC 3941, NGC 4565 and NGC 4698 from consideration because their X-ray properties were between those of Compton thick and unobscured AGN. As shown in Figure 1 , the infrared spectra of all three galaxies show silicate emission and resemble the spectrum of NGC 4594 closely. This behavior supports the possibility that these objects may be unobscured with somewhat peculiar X-ray properties. Additional measurements in the X-ray may elucidate whether they are weak-BEL AGN. In comparison, the strong aromatic features in the spectrum of NGC 7590 indicate powerful nuclear star formation that might cause our metrics to underestimate the intrinsic BEL strength relative to the continuum emission of the AGN.
For typical AGNs, the existence of the dusty tori has been demonstrated extensively through thermal IR continuum observations (e.g. Neugebauer et al. 1979) , the discovery of polarized BELs in type 2 AGNs (Miller & Antonucci 1983; Hines et al. 1995; Moran et al. 2000; Hines et al. 1999; Tran 2001; Schmidt et al. 2002) , detection of the silicate features (Roche et al. 1991; Siebenmorgen et al. 2005; Hao et al. 2005; Weedman et al. 2005; Shi et al. 2006) , and interferometric imaging of nearby Seyfert galaxies (Jaffe et al. 2004; Tristram et al. 2007) . In the unification model, these tori are responsible for obscuring the type-1 nuclei to yield type 2 AGNs. The detection of the silicate feature in emission is evidence for the existence of dusty tori or similar structures in the weak-BEL AGNs. It is possible that the dusty tori in these peculiar sources have special properties to account for their unusual nature.
The material in the dusty torus is either smoothly distributed or clumpy (cloudy) (Fritz et al. 2006; Elitzur 2008; Nenkova et al. 2008; Hatziminaoglou et al. 2009 ). In the smooth model, the UV/X-ray radiation directly heats the inner dusty wall that shields the outer part. The dust temperature generally decreases monotonically with distance from the central accretion disk. Therefore, while the BEL region is obscured by the dusty torus, the inner hot wall is also invisible and obscured by the outer cold part. In this case, a silicate absorption feature should be present, i.e., the smooth torus model cannot explain the simultaneous presence of the silicate emission feature and a type 2 optical spectrum in these AGNs.
The smooth dusty model may over-simplify the real situation for AGNs in general. For example, the Seyfert-2/Seyfert-1 ratio of 4 indicates a large covering factor and thick torus , as is also found by interferometric imaging of nearby Seyfert galaxies (Jaffe et al. 2004; Tristram et al. 2007) . A thick smooth model is also dynamically unstable against gravitational force. Consequently, several models have been proposed based on a thick cloudy structure (e.g. Krolik 2007; Schartmann et al. 2009 ). Clumpy models can explain the Compton-thick/Compton-thin transitions in some objects (Matt et al. 2003; Elvis et al. 2004 ) in terms of a Compton-thick cloud moving through the line of sight. In general for AGNs, the transition of the silicate feature from emission to absorption with increasing X-ray obscuration supports the predictions of the clumpy model (Shi et al. 2006; Schartmann et al. 2009 ). For the unobscured type 2 AGNs, the silicate emission is therefore consistent with the small level of X-ray absorption (see Fig. 3 of Shi et al. 2006 ). Both characteristics indicate that the dusty torus is viewed face-on, i.e., it is not likely that a dusty torus can obscure any BEL region if it exists in these AGNs.
The co-existence of the silicate emission feature, the type 2 optical spectrum and the small X-ray obscuration is therefore not compatible with standard proposals for the circumnuclear tori in these AGNs. It has been suggested that their tori may have a higher-than-normal dust-to-gas ratio (i.e. A V /N H ), leading to much higher obscuration of the BEL region than that of the X-ray emission. However, since the torus must still be viewed edge-on to obscure the BEL region, this model is incon- Fig. 12. -The broad-band nuclear SED from X-ray to radio of X-ray-unobscured type 2 AGNs. The IR bump between 10 12 and 3 × 10 13 Hz is present while the UV bump near 10 15 Hz is weak or absent (compare also Figure 11 for NGC 3147).
sistent with the presence of the silicate emission feature.
Theoretical Interpretation For Weak BELs
There are several theoretical works that predict the disappearance of the BEL region under certain bolometric luminosities or accretion rates (Elitzur & Shlosman 2006; Czerny et al. 2004; Laor 2003; Nicastro 2000; Elitzur & Ho 2009 ). In order to compare our sample to the predictions of these models, we have compiled the black-hole (BH) masses from the literature and calculated the bolometric luminosities. For NGC 3147 and NGC 4594, we have compiled the nuclear SED as shown in Figure 12 and Tables 7-8. The nuclear IR photometry at 12 µm and 24 µm was obtained by subtracting the stellar and star formation contribution from the total IR emission as described in § 2.5. Fluxes at other wavelengths were obtained through high spatial-resolution observations. We have integrated the SED from 10 8 GHz to 10 KeV; the bolometric luminosities are listed in Table 6. For the remaining objects, the X-ray flux is used to calculate the bolometric luminosity using the luminositydependent relation of X-ray to bolometric luminosity (Shankar et al. 2004 ).
In the disk-outflow model (Elitzur & Shlosman 2006) , the clouds across the accretion disk rise into the wind and move outward, forming both the BEL and dusty torus regions. The inner hot ionized clouds are responsible for the observed BELs while the outer dusty clouds are the components of the clumpy torus. The outflow rate of clouds is related to the available material reservoir in the accretion disk. For L BOL < 10 42 erg s −1 , the accretion rate is not high enough to provide enough cold clouds and the clumpy torus disappears. At somewhat lower accretion rates, the hot cloud outflow is further suppressed, resulting in a vanishing of the BEL regions. As shown in Figure 13 , NGC 4594 has a bolometric lu- Table 6 in the plane of bolometric luminosity and Eddington luminosity (BH mass). The three lines are the three theoretical upperlimits for the absence of the BEL region.
minosity below 10
42 erg s −1 . However, this galaxy shows strong silicate emission features at both 9.7 and 18 µm, indisputable evidence for the existence of the dusty torus. Elitzur & Ho (2009) have derived a lower bound below which the BEL does not exist, which is even more difficult to make compatible with our results.
There is a limit on the maximum velocity of the BEL (∼ 25, 000 km s −1 ) (Laor 2003) . Using the well-known correlation between the BEL size and the luminosity, such a limit implies BELs may not exist at low luminosities for a given BH mass. This critical luminosity is approximately 10 41.8 (
Only one object is below this limit in Figure 13 . Although the maximum velocity is observationally uncertain, to include most of our sample in the region where Laor (2003) would predict no BEL, the required maximum velocity needs to be ten times lower, obviously inconsistent with the observations.
Nicastro (2000) proposes a vertical outflow as the origin of the BEL clouds, in a configuration where the radially accreting disk and vertically outflowing corona coexist.
Below an accretion rate oḟ
−1/8 , the accretion disk is gaspressure-dominated throughout.
As a result, all the available energy is dissipated in the disk and no radiation-supported and -driven wind is produced. Adopting a mass-to-energy conversion coefficient η=0.06 and a viscosity coefficient α=0.1, the limiting bolometric luminosity is shown in Figure 13 . This model can explain all of the objects in our sample. This suggests that the luminosity and accretion rate may play an important role in the existence of the BEL region. However, the situation may be more complicated as there are some type 1 objects with low luminosity (<10 42 erg s −1 ) and accretion rate (<10 −3 L EDD ) (Ho 2008; Elitzur & Ho 2009 ).
CONCLUSION
We have presented a multi-wavelength study of unobscured type 2 AGNs. Our conclusions are the following:
(1) We have found that the original sample of this proposed type of AGN is contaminated by many objects with BELs, as revealed by our consistent optical classifi-cation and new observations. One of these objects, RXJ 1737.0+6601, has a highly polarized optical continuum. Additional contaminants include several new Comptonthick candidates with extremely low nuclear X-ray-to-IR ratios.
(2) We have identified two objects that appear to be true unobscured type-2 AGNs: NGC 3147 and NGC 4594. They have little X-ray extinction with N H < ∼10 21 cm −2 . The upper-limits on the BEL luminosities at a given nuclear X-ray, IR or radio luminosity are two orders of magnitude lower in relative BEL strength than the average of typical type-1 AGNs. Several other galaxies remain as candidates to be weak-BEL AGN.
(3) From the small number of confirmed cases, unobscured Type 2 AGN do exist but they are very rare.
(4) The IR spectra of the unobscured type 2 AGNs and of many of the candidates show silicate emission features. The presence of the silicate features demonstrates the existence of dusty tori and that the tori are viewed approximately face-on.
(5) Thus, in contradiction to the simple unified model, the X-ray and IR properties indicate that the nuclei are viewed directly without intervening obscuring material, despite the intrinsically weak broad emission lines.
(6) The distributions of the bolometric luminosity and the accretion rate of these objects contradict some theoretical studies but are consistent with the work of Nicastro (2000) .
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